
Notes Status Constituency Member of the 

Parliament 

# 

 Final hearing tabled by the Supreme 

Court for today, 24
th

 October, an 

year after the hearings have been 

completed.  

HenveiruMedhu Ali Azim 1 

 Final hearing tabled by the 

Supreme Court for today, 24
th

 

October, an year after the 

hearings have been completed. 

 Mohamed Nashiz 2 

 Case sent to the Prosecutor General 

by the Police, for “contempt of 

court.”  For criticisng the Supreme 

Court in a MDP demonstration 

S. Feydhoo AlhanFahmy 3 

 Trial ongoing for “terrorism.” S. HithadhooMedhu Mohamed Rasheed 4 

MP Hamid submitted a bill on 

Transitional Arrangement which 

require Dr. Mohamed Waheed 

to step down if no elections are 

held by 10 November 2013   

 

Ongoing trial for 1)alcohol/drug use 

charges,  

2) refusal to give urine sample 

charges 

Currently seeking refuge inside the 

Parliament House as Court has 

issued a warrant for his arrest. MP 

Hamid refused to attend last hearing 

citing the Parliamentary Priviledges 

Act (cannot set hearings for during 

Parliamentary session times). 

If found guilty- refusing to give urine 

sample could bring a one- year jail 

sentence, stripping him of his seat. 

 

HenveyruDhekunu Hamid Abdul Ghafoor 5 

 Case sent to the Prosecutor General 

by the Police, for “contempt of 

court.”  For criticisng the Supreme 

Court in a MDP demonstration 

MaafannuUthuru ImthiyazFahmy 6 

 Case sent to the PG for “assaulting 

police officer.” Another case at the 

Police “for assaulting a Police 

officer.” 

MaafannuDhekunu Ibrahim Rasheed 7 

MP Ali Waheed is the Chair of 

the Committee looking into the 

CONI report. 

 

 

Court case started on February 2012 

for “crossing the barricade lines in 

2010.” The case was initially 

dropped but later picked up again 

after the coup of February 2012. 

 

Another case under police 

investigation on charges of 

corruption.  

PG Deputy Leader Ali Waheed 8 

 Ongoing trial for 1)alcohol/drug use 

charges,  

2) refusal to give urine sample 

charges 

 

PG Deputy Leader Abdulla Jabir 9 

 Case sent to the Prosecutor General 

by the Police, for “contempt of 

court.”  For criticisng the Supreme 

Court in a MDP demonstration 

 Mohamed Rasheed 10 

 Mohamed Musthafa was  Mohamed Musthafa 11 



 

 

 

stripped of his seat following 

Supreme Court ruling that he 

was liable for a debt owned by 

a private company to a now 

defunct bank. 
 An Independent MP who 

frequently voted with MDP, 

on February 27, lost his seat in 

Parliament after the Supreme 

Court backed a ruling 

sentencing him to one and a 

half years banishment for 

allegedly misusing his 

authority to commit an act of 

corruption.  
 

 Ismail Abdul Hameed 12 


